Abstract-Efficient indexing methods are required to handle the rapidly increasing amount of visual information within video databases. Video analysis that partitions the video into clips or extracts interesting frames is an important preprocessing step for video indexing. In this paper, we develop a novel method for video analysis using the macroblock (MB) type information of MPEG compressed video bitstreams. This method exploits the comparison operations performed in the motion estimation procedure, which results in specific characteristics of the MB type information when scene changes occur or some special effects are applied. Only a simple analysis on MB types of frames is needed to achieve very fast scene change, gradual transition, flashlight, and caption detection. The advantages of this novel approach are its direct extraction from the MPEG bitstreams after VLC decoding, very low complexity analysis, frame-based detection accuracy and high sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE MODERN world, the amount of visual information is growing larger and wider just like the number of cable TV channels we can choose from nowadays. Amidst this huge amount of visual information, searching for the video sections in which we are interested is a very difficult task. Traditionally, all we can do is fast-forward the video and keep our eyes on the screen for this purpose. This is very time-consuming and laborintensive. Therefore, an efficient video browsing and retrieval system is required to improve the viewing experience. A fundamental and important processing step to accomplish this objective involves analyzing the video sequence and parsing the video into a set of clips. The most straightforward video indexing technique entails segmenting the video into temporal shots, each of which represents a continuous sequence of actions. Recently, detecting the boundaries of shots that are so-called scene changes has become an important topic and has attracted a lot of research.
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compressed video data instead of raw video. Generally, a scene change, or scene cut, is defined as an image content switch between two consecutive frames with different scenes.
Because of the change of video content, two consecutive frames in different shots show significant differences in many characteristic features. Tonomura et al. [1] proposed a method to exploit the histogram difference of consecutive frames to detect scene changes. Arman et al. [2] developed a contentbased video browser using shape and color content analyzes.
In his paper, spatial moments and color histogram features are extracted for shape and color information. The previous two methods can perform well but they have the drawback of high computation load of decompressing, since video data is usually stored in the compressed domain. Therefore, some methods focus on processing directly on conventional compressed data standards, such as H.261, MPEG, etc. Most of these methods utilize the correlation of DCT coefficients between frames based on the idea that similar spatial content mathematically results in similar DCT coefficients. Arman et al. [3] have proposed a method to partition motion JPEG video sequences and experimental results show that the relation of DCT coefficients can be used to detect scene changes. Concerning MPEG compressed video data, Nakajima [4] has developed a fast scene change detection approach by calculating the correlation of DCT coefficients of I frames. In Nakajima's paper, he introduced the idea of spatial-temporal scaling used to improve the detection speed and lower the computation load. However, camera motion would affect the detection results and only one scene change can be detected if there are more than two scene changes existing in one group of pictures (GOP). Besides Nakajima's approach, Arman et al. [5] have also proposed a new method to speed up scene change detection. This new method takes the relationship between video data in spatial and frequency domains into consideration and it reduces the number of processed blocks by excluding the blocks with less representation. For example, it can only process the scene change detection on the blocks with significant high and medium frequency components that represent edges in the spatial domain. Although these fast algorithms have been proposed, camera motion problems such as panning and zooming are still not solved. Panning and zooming can totally change the spatial content of each block and, of course, the DCT coefficients. Consequently, camera motions would disturb the scene change detection because they cause a lot of false alarms. Zhang et al. [6] have developed an approach to exploit the information of motion vectors between consecutive P frames to detect the camera motion.
Their approach can efficiently distinguish real scene changes from those caused by camera motion. Besides camera motion, there is another factor that can affect scene change detection accuracy. When some effects such as dissolve, fade-in, fade-out are applied to the video sequence, the boundaries of a shot do not lie sharply between two consecutive frames. It becomes a gradual transition of change from one scene to another. In this case, to be aware of this transition and to find the starting and ending points of a shot, more complicated analysis is usually needed. Zhang et al. [7] have proposed a multipass, twin-comparison approach to solve this problem. Their method performs a first pass to locate potential boundaries due to both abrupt scene changes and gradual transitions, then a second pass to differentiate these two types apart.
Besides scene changes, some other special events such as Flashlight and Caption may interest viewers and be applied to video browsing as key frames. Flashlights in scenes may represent the happening of highlight events or appearances of very important persons. Captions in video sequences like news or sports programs can provide important information on the underlying stories. Both of these can provide viewers the important key frame for browsing. Yeo et al. [8] , [13] proposed a method using reduced DC images constructed from compressed MPEG video to detect the frames with flashlights and captions. Very good performance is achieved in their paper.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to exploit the comparison process in the MPEG motion estimation step that is revealed in the macroblock (MB) type information. As an abrupt scene change occurs, we observe a specific statistical feature of MB types of B frames due to the different contents of the referencing frames. For gradual scene change detection, the dominant interpolation MB's resulting from the interpolation characteristic of dissolve effect help us to distinguish gradual scene changes from fast panning sequences. Similarly, a frame containing flashlights is different from others and also affects the MB type information. A significant number of intra-coded MB's coming from the bright background of the flashlight can indicate the occurrence of the flashlight. Caption embedding would make a specific region become a scene change region. Abrupt scene change detection focusing on specific fixed marked region can perform as caption detection. Compared with other proposed methods, the extraction of MB type information from compressed video data is much easier than the conventional approaches using DCT coefficients or motion vectors. It can be obtained directly from bit streams of video sequences after only variable length decoding. Moreover, the frame-based detection accuracy of this algorithm is another important advantage. In other words, our detection method can precisely indicate which frame the scene change occurs. Last but not least, simple analysis of low computation complexity on MB type information can achieve efficient scene change, flashlight and caption detection.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
We define three subgroups of pictures (SGOP) as three sets of four frames (PBBP, PBBI and IBBP) in a GOP, which are represented by SGOP , SGOP and SGOP respectively. The frames of SGOP are denoted as (front P, front B, rear B and rear P). The structure of SGOP's in a GOP is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is noted that the MPEG encoding process is not defined, so different encoders may adopt different GOP structures. In this paper, the proposed method is developed and tested based on the specific GOP structure illustrated in Fig. 1 and the modifications of the proposed method corresponding to different GOP structures are discussed in Section IV-B.
A. Pattern of MB Types of SGOP's with Abrupt Scene Changes
In this paper, a scene change, or scene cut, is defined as an image content switch between two consecutive frames with different scenes. We classify abrupt scene changes into three types: Scene change at a P frame or an I frame (SCPI); Scene change at front B frame (SCFB); Scene change at rear B frame (SCRB) in a SGOP (PBBP, PBBI, IBBP). This classification covers all frames at which an abrupt scene change might occur, because the first frame in the SGOP is also the last frame in previous SGOP. Therefore, only the last three frames in the SGOP are considered for video analysis. Each type of abrupt scene changes results in a specific pattern of MB type information. In the case of SCPI, most MB's in the two B frames are forward motion compensated ( mode) because they are much more similar to than to in which a scene change occurs. In addition, a significant number of MB's in are Intra-coded ( mode) due to the change of the video content. Similarly, if the scene change occurs at an I frame (in SGOP ), most MB's in and will be inclined to be F mode. In the case of SCFB, there are also many I mode MB's existing in (SGOP , SGOP ), but the properties of MB types of B frames are different from that of SCPI. Owing to the scene change at and the great difference between the content of and the following two B frames, most of the MB's in and will be inclined to be Backward motion compensated ( mode). It is the same case if there is an I frame (SGOP ) following the two B frames instead of a P frame. In the last case, namely, SCRB, most MB's in will be F mode predicted to , and most MB's in will be B mode predicted to . Fig. 2 shows the patterns of MB type information in the cases of SCPI, SCFB and SCRB.
It is worthwhile to mention that in our method we extend these concepts to detect the scene change of a MB instead of detecting the scene change of an entire frame. We define the MB in a specific position (x,y) of each frame of a SGOP to form a MB group (MBGxy). If the pattern of the MB types in a MBGxy follows the above pattern of SCPI, SCFB or SCRB, we can say that there is a changing MB in the position (x,y) laying at or (illustrated in Fig. 3 ). This idea of scale-down can help us to detect abrupt scene change and to set up the threshold more easily. Besides, it can also be applied to the specific area of a frame instead of the entire frame for other detection purposes.
B. Pattern of MB Types in SGOP's with Gradual Scene Changes
The most common form of gradual scene change is dissolve. A dissolve operation applied from scene to scene in the transition sequence, whose length is , can be represented as follows:
, this special case of dissolve effect is also called fade-in and is called fade-out. An example of dissolve is demonstrated in Fig. 9(a) . From (1), the luminance of B frames in SGOP operated by the dissolve effect can be approximately written as (2) When bidirectional motion compensation is applied to and , three probably used compensation modes (F, B, FB) are taken into consideration and the compensated frames of these modes can be written as follows:
Generally, the decision of MB type of B frames is based on the variance of the compensated error. The variances for three compensation modes of and are calculated and From (4), it is found that the variance of FB compensated error is smaller than that of F or B compensated error. Consequently, B frames in dissolve video sequence are inclined to be interpolative (FB mode) motion compensated and MB's of FB mode will dominate among all MB's in B frames. It is noticeable that (3) is established under the assumption that there are no moving actions involved in the dissolve video sequence. However, if there are some moving objects existing in the dissolve video sequence, the inclination toward FB motion compensation is still valid since their influences are local.
Moreover, in the case of a gradual scene change, the main aim is to detect the starting and ending frames of the gradual transition, so we need to discuss the pattern of MB types in SGOP's including starting frames and ending frames respectively. There are three cases for the location of the starting frames defined as SFPI (starting frame lies at or I frame), SFFB (starting frame lies at ) and SFRB (starting frame lies at ); and similar EFPI, EFFB and EFRB for the ending frames. In the case of SFPI, a significant number of MB's in are I mode because the change of content. In addition, MB's in and in the SGOP containing the starting frame are inclined to be F mode because the dissolve effect has made overall slightly different. In other words, the pattern of MB types of SFPI is very similar to the pattern of SCPI. However, it is noted that the inclination of and in SFPI toward F mode is weaker than that in SCPI because some characteristics are very similar after slight change of the dissolve effect. In the case of SFFB, most MB's in both B frames are FB mode since the frames of this SGOP form a Complete Dissolve SGOP, that is, the relation among four frames follows (1) . In the case of SFRB, the MB's of are inclined to be F mode because is not affected by dissolve effect and those of are inclined to be FB mode because approximates the average of and according to (1) . It is still valid that a significant number of MB's of in a dissolve video sequence are I mode in both SFFB and SFRB. This feature is useful to indicate the potential SGOP's probably containing gradual scene changes.
The patterns of the MB types of the SGOP including ending frames are similar and symmetric to that including starting frames and both of them are shown in Fig. 4 . Certainly, these three transitions shown in Fig. 4 do not include all possibilities that could happen. For example, SFPI and EFFB can also form a gradual scene change sequence. There are nine combinations but all of them are easily understood from Fig. 4 . It is worthy to note that under the situation of SGOP instead of SGOP or SGOP , there is no clue for indicating the potential SGOP. Therefore, a SGOP is considered a potential SGOP if the adjacent SGOP is detected as a potential SGOP in order to prevent miss detection.
A great advantage of using MB type information to detect scene changes is that they can avoid the false alarms due to large luminance difference resulting from moving objects when using some other detecting method. This advantage is still valid when dealing with the video sequence involving camera motions. Generally, zooming operation is slow for the purpose of comfortable watching. As a result, the zooming operation can be easily tracked as a special kind of movement and will not greatly affect the MB types of frames. Therefore, a video sequence involving zooming operation would be ignored by the detection process and regarded as an ordinary video sequence. It is a similar case for slow panning operation, for example, that applied to the well-known sequence 'Windmill'. Slow panning operations would be judged as overall movement of the frame and the MB type information would not show some specific characteristic. However, once the speed of panning exceeds the tracking ability of motion compensation, that is, the search window per each P frame, it confuses scene change detection and needs to be taken into consideration. Fast panning is often seen in sport video sequences, for example, tracking the football passed by the quarterback in a football game. Because the panning is too fast to be tracked, a significant number of MB's in the frame are I mode similar to the case in the gradual scene change. As a result, the SGOP's in both fast panning and gradual scene change sequences are detected as potential SGOP's. The detection process may confuse fast panning operation with dissolve operation because of the similarity. Fortunately, the pattern of MB type in the Complete Fast Panning SGOP during the fast panning sequence is very different from that in the complete dissolve SGOP during the gradual scene change sequence. This difference can be used to tell these two sequences apart. In the complete fast panning SGOP, of which all four frames are involved in the panning sequence, and are more similar to and respectively under the assumption that panning is linear in time (frames). Therefore, more F mode MB's in and B mode MB's in is found. The patterns of MB types of a fast panning sequence are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
C. Pattern of MB Types in SGOP's with Flashlights
The specific frame with flashlights would make itself very different from other frames in a SGOP. Fig. 9(b) shows an example of flashlights. If this specific frame appears at a B frame ( or ) in a SGOP, the large difference from both and in the SGOP makes MB's of this frames suitable for neither F nor B mode. In addition, flashlight would make the scene uniformly bright in some area. This property of uniformly brightness would cause this area of low variance. Thus, a significant number of MB's of this frame are inclined to be I mode which is rare in an ordinary video sequence. Another possibility is that the frame with flashlight lies at a P frame. In this case, abrupt scene change detection will find consecutive two scene changes in consecutive two SGOP's because two B frames previous to this specific frame will be inclined to F mode and two B frames following it will be inclined to B mode. This situation is unusual and can be used for extracting flashlights. The patterns of MB types of SGOP's with flashlights are illustrated in Fig. 6 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A. Threshold Setting
We have edited a video sequence digitized from NTSC analog video signals of news, advertisement and sports programs. There are 24 abrupt scene changes and five gradual scene change transitions in this test sequence. In addition, there are also four shots involving camera motion (two fast panning sequences and two zooming sequences) and one shot with a large moving object occupying almost one-fourth of the frame. Each frame of the sequence is in SIF (352 240) format, which yields 330 (22 15) MB's in a frame. The frame structure of the test sequence is IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB and the total bit rate is 1.5 Mbps. The experiments are performed using the encoder model of Berkeley MPEG tools (TM5, Vers. 1.0, Rel. 2; Aug. 1995) developed by L. A. Rowe et al. [16] . From these test sequences, we want to define and test a set of thresholds to apply to a much longer real video sequence described in Section III-B.
1) Abrupt Scene Change Detection: Fig. 7(a) shows the locations of detected changing MB's using the concept of MBG in the test sequence from Frame 1 to Frame 100, where each white dot represents a changing MB. In the abrupt scene change detection, the first step is to find the total number of changing MB's in each frame [shown in Fig. 7(b) ]. Then, a user-defined threshold is compared with the number and the one that is larger than is considered a scene change frame. Different s are used and the experimental results are shown in Table I .
From Table I , it is found that can be chosen within the range from 270 to 300 without miss-detection or false alarm. In fact, we found that appropriate for preventing miss detection and false alarm is from 257 to 301 on this test sequence. The wide range of indicates that the abrupt scene change detection is not strongly affected by the choice of . The false alarms with small mainly come from starting or ending frames of fast panning sequences and gradual scene changes, or the complete fast panning SGOP's.
C. Gradual Scene Change Detection: As discussed in Section II-B, the P frame of SGOP's during gradual transition such as dissolve or fast panning sequence contains a significant number of I mode MB's. This characteristic can help us to detect the gradual scene change and fast panning sequence. However, it is worthy to note that the P frames of SGOP's containing abrupt scene changes also have very high ratio of I mode MB's. Therefore, the P frames with high ratio of I mode MB's resulting from abrupt scene changes have to be eliminated. The remaining SGOP's with significant number of I mode MB's in the P frame are defined as potential SGOP's. Threshold is used to decide how many Intra-coded MB's in the P frame of a SGOP is significant to be a potential SGOP.
The second step is to distinguish each remaining potential SGOP coming from dissolve or fast panning. Utilizing the patterns illustrated in Fig. 4 , the MB's in B frames of complete dissolve SGOP are inclined to be FB mode. As a result, a transition during several consecutive potential SGOP's are judged a dissolve sequence if the number of FB MB's in B frames exceeds a user-defined threshold . It is noted that a SGOP ending at I frame (SGOP ) with adjacent potential SGOP(s) will also be regarded as a potential SGOP to prevent miss detection. The detection algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 8 and all five dissolve and two fast panning sequences are found.
An experiment of the influence of the threshold and is performed and shown in Tables II and III. A range from 22 to 93 is appropriate choice of and that from 220 to 320 is appropriate for . Similar to , the detection algorithm also benefits from the wide range of choices of and . The false alarms mostly result from large moving objects. 
3) Flashlight Detection:
There is only one frame containing flashlights in the experimental sequence. In order to obtain more reliable results, we adopt a news sequence with four frames containing flashlights extracted from news reports. In this four second-long sequence, President Lee of Taiwan walks out of the lobby. Among four flashlights, three lie in B frames and one in the P frame. From Fig. 10 the former three flashlights lying in B frames are detected because a significant number of MB's are found I mode. The last flashlight on the P frame makes consecutive two frames (frame87 and frame88) detected as abrupt scene change frames. It is appropriate from 53 to 126 for . When smaller is chosen, frame 29 is detected as a flashlight. It may not be regard as a false alarm because from Fig. 9(b) , the flashlight in frame 29 is simply not as bright as flashlight frames (frame 31, for example). In other words, by adjusting the , different brightness of flashlights can be detected.
D. Caption Detection: The MBGxy in Fig. 3 can be used to detect the changing MB in the position (x,y). By applying this idea, the locations of changing MB's can be used for caption detection. We observe that captions most often appear at the bottom of the video frame [see Fig. 9(c) ]. According to this observation, we can change our scene change detection from the entire frame to the bottom region of the frame. However, the scene change frame has to be detected and skipped because it also contains many changing MB's in the bottom region. We have adopted a video sequence with four abrupt scene changes and six abruptly embedded captions for simulation. From Fig. 11 , six captions are detected in marked region of { -axis: 193 to 224, -axis: 49 to 304} after elimination of abrupt scene changes (The threshold is set as half the number of blocks in the marked region, ). Fig. 12 shows the locations of changing MB's and gives a clearer illustration of the caption detection.
B. Experiments Using Real Video Sequence of Movies and News
In order to examine the application of proposed detection method, three video sequences extracted from movies and news were used. Each sequence is 9000 frames (5 min) long and each frame is 352 240 pixels in size. Table IV shows the experimental results using the threshold set of . It is found that all abrupt scene changes are successfully detected with only one false alarm. This false alarm comes from the sudden rapid explosion of the dynamite that creates large amount of smoke and dust covering most part of the frame. As to gradual scene change detection, some panning sequences with very homogeneous background become false alarms owing to and some moving objects occurring in the marked region cause false alarms. Several flashlights are existed in these sequences. Some of them come from photographic flashlights and others come from the sudden flashes of the light in the living room or the lamp at the desk.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Influence of Bit Rates
Different bit rates may result in different occurrence frequency of MB types. Theoretically, more MB's are inclined to be I mode when coding at higher bit rates. In order to examine this assumption, an experiment of encoding the test sequence in different bit rates is done and the statistics of MB's is shown in Tables V-VII. From Tables V-VII, it is found that there are only very slight changes in quantity of I, B, F, and FB types between two cases of bit rates. However, the difference occurs in the attribute of these four MB types. In the case of higher bit rate, MB's are inclined to be coded with default quantizer instead of being quantized using larger quantizer scale or not coded in order to improve the image quality. In other words, taking the Forward motion compensated MB for instance, the attribute of MB's change from "Not coded" or "Coded, Large Quantizer Scale" to "Coded, Default" to obtain better residue data reconstruction instead of changing FB to Intra mode. We also can find that due to increasing of the bit rate, MB's of I frames adopt the default quantizer. From the statistics, a conclusion for that the change of bit rates just very slightly affects the occurrences of I, B, F, FB modes is found. Therefore, the detection algorithm exploiting the MB types is not affected by bit rates.
B. Modification of Proposed Method Corresponding to Different GOP Structure
In the MPEG coding scheme, the GOP structure is not defined so that different GOP and SGOP structures can be adopted. For the encoding scheme containing only I and P frames, the proposed approach needs to be modified and integrated with other proposed method using DCT coefficients or motion vectors. Table IX . From Table IX , we can conclude that our proposed method is practical for the coding scheme using bi-directional motion compensation and robust to different SGOP structures.
C. Advantage of Proposed Method
Experimental results have shown that the MB type information in the MPEG framework can be successful applied to achieve very fast scene change, flashlight and caption detection. This novel approach has some advantages worthy to be noted. First, the MB type information can be directly extracted from the bit streams of compressed video after VLC decoding. Second, detecting process is quite simple as compared to current DCT methods that require more operations. It needs to calculate the differences of DCT coefficients and accumulate these differences to create the interesting data to compare for scene change detection. However, only counting the MB types can provide us enough information for the same purpose. Third, its detection accuracy is on the frame scale, in other words, we can precisely indicate which frame the scene change occurs. In contrast, the method using DCT coefficients detects only one cut if there are two scene changes in a GOP. Last but not least, the proposed method has higher sensitivity that can detect the scene changes between two consecutive frames belonging to different shots with similar contents. The inclination of prediction utilized in our method is still valid because the almost identical frame would be predicted instead of the similar frame belonging to a different shot. In the other words, the macroblock information still follows some specific pattern when the abrupt scene change occurs. However, for current other detection methods, it makes setting the threshold either of DC difference or of motion value summation difficult on this occasion. It is noted that the proposed algorithm is useful only in the MPEG framework containing B frames. Integration with proposed algorithm using DCT coefficients is needed for the coding scheme containing only I and P frames. The comparison of several different detection methods is shown in Table X.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a novel video analysis method using MB type information. By this method, satisfactory detection precision and speed is obtained. In addition, the method using MB type information benefits from easy data extraction from the bitstream, very simple analysis, frame-based accuracy and high sensitivity to avoid miss detection. For coding schemes containing only P or I frames, future work of integration of our method and other proposed methods is needed.
